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7. A Parable

largest city, but rich with the gifts of magic and nature. High
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up it lies, on a still plateau where the rising sun brings warmth early every morning before it turns to us. The magicians who live there seek
to draw us with their subtle powers, but are hindered by the frailties of our own intellect and flesh.
In our kingdom, all manner of weakness of the eyes is hereditary. Our kings, whom few have seen, were always the most far- and clearsighted creatures on earth. In the sky they saw—so it is told—stars of fire to which they gave many wonderful names, likening them to
warriors, beasts, and jewel-studded girdles. Our soldiers too were always far-sighted, and—then as now—strike fear in the heart of all that
lives and moves beneath the sun. They detect enemies before they come within stone-throwing distance, and signal each other with
mirrors glinting in the sun. We ordinary people of lesser stock, the craftsmen, fishers, and scholars, see as much as we need; though
compared to them we live as if in mist and haze.
This story is told of long ago. The magicians sent a dream to three kings, three soldiers, and three scholars. The dream revealed the
magical kingdom in all its glory, with such felt hope and grace as to be at once infinitely desirable. Each dreamer resolved to seek the
kingdom. But our minds are clouded in proportion to our eyesight, so the kings, soldiers, and scholars did not learn equally much. The
kings saw clearly the magicians' houses and castles, the high mountains, and a brilliant star which they recognized, at its zenith. The
soldiers saw only a mountainside, and green meadows in the dawn; by the shadows they judged that the place must lie due east. They
could not discern houses from rocks, nor see any star. But such was the longing this dream inspired, that they knew it held a prize
beyond what any campaign could bring. Lastly, the scholars, as captivated as the others, received no inkling of whether the place was
high or low, though they too saw how the rising sun cast the shadows. Each group began its journey east, quite unbeknownst to the
others.
Many obstacles lay in the kings' path: rivers and ravines, hunger-maddened goblins and wolves, cliffs too steep to climb and lakes too
wide to swim. Almost every day they were diverted, now left then right, out of their way. But each night the kings saw their guiding star
and each dawn set out towards it. After three years and a day, the kings ascended the eastern mountains, and were welcomed into the
magicians' city.
The soldiers, trained to find their way across difficult terrain,
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and to judge direction accurately from shadows cast by sun and moon, struck east. Coming upon the hills, they ascended. But the hills
proved low, judging by their memories of old campaigns, and they knew they had not come to the place they sought. Eventually, climbing
almost unscalable cliffs, they came to the top of a mountain. As far as they could see, there were no heights comparable to this. The high
meadows were green and berries abounded, a lake held trout. In the earth they found silver and gold, the bees gave up their honey, the
trees gave them wood for building. In their dream they had not seen the great magical castles, nor did they have the kings' grasp of how
high the eastern mountains are. So there they stayed, still a year's journey from the east, in bounty undreamed of in their old soldiers' life
—but still in poverty and want compared to the kings.
The journeying scholars did not have the kings' eyesight, nor the soldiers' fieldcraft. They did not know the place they sought was high in
the mountains. The magicians' kingdom could after all have been as glorious and rich if it had been in a valley, and the east would still
have been east if the land had run everywhere level to the sea. So they sought only the east and indeed, if they had journeyed due east
they would have arrived. To guide them they had a lodestone compass, fashioned by our finest craftsmen. They attached a small light to
the lodestone, which they sighted through narrow slits in a screen, so as to draw a line with true direction. Thus their determination of the
compass points was exceedingly fine by night and day. Always after an obstacle they used a small sand-clock to gauge the time they had
needed, departing from true; set up their compass again, and adjusted their path. Yet at every turn, some minute angle was lost, whether
to south or north. The proportion of deflections favoured, ever so slightly overall, the south. After five years of travel they came upon the
sea, where they found a land of milk and honey, warmth and welcome among a friendly people. There were green fields and the sweet
taste of dates ripened in the sun. To the north, across an arid desert, there lay soaring mountains, they were told. But they had come to
the easternmost shore, and there they stayed. A half year's journey to the north, lay the incomparable intellectual splendours of the
magicians' land, where scholarship had already bloomed for ten thousand years.
Many generations have repeated this tale, which could only have
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come to us from a returning king, still shining with the magicians' knowledge. The soldiers remained, happy, in the lower mountains, and
the scholars, also happy, by the eastern shore. Are we right to describe our fellow scholars of so long ago, as in error? They truly travelled
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east, by the finest determination human hands and sight allowed them. Of course they realized that their instrumentation was not infinitely
fine, and that such a journey could not have a single, pre-ordained end. But what they found, at the easternmost point by their reckoning,
was paradise by their lights—they would not have been content with less. Yet we sigh; their light seems dim and poor to us who, though
of the same benighted kin, have pictured to ourselves magicians, kings, and stars. Some say the tale is not a history of long ago, but a
vision of our far future. In these republican days, some even say that our kings never had their fabled power of sight, and no one ever
will. Whatever be true, we pity those scholars, our brothers, who only found happiness, but never that true home with its true riches.

8. Conclusion: Deceptive Success
The reason why I liked Lewis's theory of laws must have been clear from the beginning. First of all, the account involves very little that
could be associated specifically with (pre-Kantian) metaphysics. Lewis himself is a realist about possible worlds, but his account of laws
could be accepted word for word by someone who regards possible worlds as (semantic) theoretical fictions. The second reason is that
the account makes a real effort to establish a link with science. The laws, as defined, should be good candidates for what science will
ideally arrive at, and the fundamental principles of science should be good candidates for laws. By defining laws in terms of good, better,
and best theories about our world, Lewis makes a sincere effort to honour this desire.
So what are the difficulties that render the account inadequate? They are of two sorts—the ones I have taken up, and the ones that Lewis
himself points out in later writings.
In his Philosophical Papers , vol. ii, David Lewis proposes an amendment to his account of laws. He introduces the notion of objective
chance, in the first instance to broaden his account to cover the probabilistic theories of contemporary physics. This
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generalization of the notion of law he concludes, ruefully, not to admit of the sort of treatment given to non-probabilistic laws. So he admits
chance as a separate category. Then, in his definition of law, he replaces the set of true theories, by the set of those theories which never
had any chance of being false. He writes ‘The field of eligible competitors is thus cut down. But then the competition works as before. The
best system is the one that achieves as much simplicity as is possible without excessive loss of strength, and as much strength as is
possible without excessive loss of simplicity. A law is a regularity that is included . . . in the best system’ (p. 126).
I have chosen to concentrate on Lewis's original theory for three reasons. The first is that the difficulties I see for the original, more limited
account seem to me to persist almost entirely intact for the recent, amended account. It is true that after cutting down the field of
competitors, the criteria of simplicity, strength, and balance have less work to do. But we can't really tell how much less; so we cannot
evaluate the import of this remark at all. Secondly, I wanted to make clear that difficulties faced by an account of laws are not brought on
by its recourse to metaphysics. In Lewis's original account, there is an absolute minimum of metaphysics, and I did not need to raise an
objection to this minimal presence as such, to find what I regard as debilitating difficulties. This will make clear to ametaphysical
philosophers, I hope, that accounts of law turn to more metaphysics out of need, not idiosyncratic preference. With Lewis's amended
account, this would not be nearly so clear, because with chance as a separate and irreducible notion, the reality of possible worlds does
become crucial. Finally, I conjecture that new difficulties introduced by the ontological reification of chance will affect Lewis's new account
as much as some others to be discussed. (These last two reasons will be clearer, I think, after the discussions of chance and its relation
to opinion in the next three chapters.) A conjecture is not a firm reason, but it may incline.
To complete our overview let me summarize the problems discussed in this chapter which already affect the earlier version of the
account.
It is true that the account does not presuppose modal realism. Unfortunately, the moderation with respect to metaphysics made the
account vulnerable to charges that it does not respect real necessity, in several ways. 16 Secondly, the laws of this world, in Lewis's
sense, are not at all guaranteed to be explanatory. If the
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best theories are the best explanations, then those laws are part of every best explanation of the world as a whole. But the laws
themselves may well lack those very features that make the best theories explanatory. And thirdly, the attempt to link up with science
founders, in my opinion, inevitably. For the criteria for better and best theories utilized, must be such as to leave it an objective matter,
independent of history and psychology, what truths are laws. That means that the equation we are tempted to trust—the best theories are
those theories which science could or might reach, should all go ideally well—is simply divorced entirely from the equation that defines
best theories for Lewis. I see no remedy for this.
Most of all, we see here the dilemma posed by the problems of inference and of identification, which I discussed at the end of the
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